Marcia Adams gives families a culinary scrapbook to pass on food traditions in loving detail. Combining fill-in text with dozens of blank recipe cards, and a pocket for collecting clippings and other food-related memorabilia, Recipes Remembered helps families preserve their recipes as treasured heirlooms. Full-color illustrations.

My Personal Review:
This is the cutest book in the world. The book starts out with a photograph place so you can put a picture of your family. The book has spaces to write your favorite recipes. It has places for your mother's recipes, your father's favorite food, specialties from your grandparents, wedding memories, holiday recipes, family gathering recipes, birthday celebration traditions and their recipes, the book goes on and on! It is a great gift. Make sure to pick one up for yourself! I great gift to give your child one day!

For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:
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